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Info center's
cost delays
parking plan
by Amy Burkett
wire editor

BG News/Pat Mingarelli

Christmas Crafts
Al the University Activities Organization Christmas Crafts Show. Colleen Chess, sophomore management major, shows her Friend Terry
Gruber, sophomore secondary math education major, a ceramic craft.
Gruber said the show is "an opportunity for unique Christmas gifts."

Bush names four
more positions
WASHINGTON (AP) — President-elect George Bush, once more
calling on friends and government veterans to fill key positions, on
Tuesday selected Texas oilman Robert Mosbacher to be commerce
secretary, named Washington lawyer Car la Hills as trade representative and said he would keep William Webster as CIA director.
Bush also named Thomas Pickering, a career diplomat who is
currently U.S. ambassador to Israel, as U.N. ambassador, but said
he had decided that the post would no longer carry Cabinet-level status.
The vice president, announcing his latest choices at a news conference In the Old Executive Office Building, said he was completing
his economic team with the naming of Stanford economist Michael
Boskin as chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers.
Bush also told reporters he had decided to "take the offensive" on
coming up with a budget strategy that attacks with federal deficit
without new taxes. "It is my responsibility to do that. What that
means In terms of form, I am not quite sure yet," he said.
On the subject of Wednesday's meeting in New York with Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev, Bush continued to stress that he was going to the meeting "as vice president" but indicated that he planned
to engage in a careful review of U.S.-Soviet relations once he takes
office on Jan. 20.
"I'm confident they (the Soviets) know our system well enough to
know that It is only prudent to review national security policy, and to
review our relationship with them," he said.
"Stay tuned, we're only about halfway through this act," Bush
said as he headed off stage. The five announcements were the first in
a week; no more are expected until after Bush's meeting with Gorbachev.
Hills, 54, who was secretary of housing and urban development in
1975-77 under President Ford, is the first woman Bush has designated for a high-level position in his administration.
Although the trade post was not originally a Cabinet-level job,
Reagan elevated it to such. Hills told reporters that Bush had agreed
to retain the post as a Cabinet position in his administration.
Mosbacher, 61, is an old friend from Bush's oil days in Houston in
the 1960s. Bush said that Mosbacher would bring "tremendous energies to promoting exports abroad" in the post.

The ceramic craft table by M.P. Ceramics, of Toledo, is one of 24 tables of crafts on display in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The show continues until 5 p.m. today.

By doubling the cost of the
new University information
center, the administration
forced Parking Services to take
out a $277,000 loan.
The loan, financed internally
at an 8.5 percent interest rate,
requires Parking Services to
pay four $78,000 payments —
putting plans to upgrade University parking facilities on
hold, according to Jean Yarnell,
director of Parking Services.
The situation presented itself
at yesterday's Faculty Senate
meeting in response to a resolution by Eliott Blinn, a chemistry
professor, who asked that the
Board of Trustees reconsider
the estimated cost of the $600,000
information booth, which is currently under construction.
A June 6 response from Karl
Vogt, vice president of operations, to Yarnell regarding her
five-year plan to upgrade and
create additional parking areas,
stated that plans for the information center were already underway.
The memo stated this project
was designated by the Board of
Trustees as a "top priority."

Richard A. Newlove, member
of the Board, declined comment
on the issue yesterday.
According to the memo, funding for the project was still undetermined, but "since the proposed information center relates
directly to the role of Parking
Services," it would be reasonable for the funding to come from
that department, the memo
stated.
Yarnell said she understood
that the issue was already decided by the time she received
the memos and thought there
was no room for discussion on
the matter.
At the University Parking
Committee's Nov. 18 meeting,
Yarnell is quoted in the minutes
as saying the Board "simply
took $300,000 from the Parking
Services current fund balance
and made them (Parking Services) take out a loan for another $277,000 to pay for the
project."
In response, Vogt sent Yarnell
a memo dated Dec. 1 requesting
a retraction of the comment. His
memo stated no objections concerning the center's construction were received by his office
or by the office of planning and
budgeting.
D See Center, page 6.

Reporting of rape minima
admit the crime because they do not think
and a much smaller category of what our
culture is willing to call a real rape,' " she
said.
Burt said society tends to believe in a series of "rape myths," rather than accept the
victim's story. According to the article,
these include:
It didn't really happen (the woman was
lying).
□Women like rape (so there's no such
thing as rape).

Editor's note: This is the second ola threepart series on acquaintance rape.
by Angle Blandlna
staff reporter

In 1989, one of every six women in the
United States will be raped.
Of those rapes, however, only one in 10 will
be reported, according to the FBI Uniform
Crime Report.
Rape is the most frequently committed
felony in the United States and it is the only
felony rate on the rise, according to Debbie
Dukeman, rape crisis counselor at The Link.
Wood County Hospital and The Link each
reported 30 incidents of rape during the
1982-1963 academic year, Dukeman said. Although in some cases victims may have reported the incident to both agencies, she said
she believed no more than naif of the cases
could be overlaps, she said.
During the 1987-1988 school year, however,
The Link alone handled 79 cases she said,
adding that 35 of the cases were University
women.
She emphasized that the 35 University
women who were raped were not necessarily
on campus when the assaults occurred. In
some cases, she said the victims were raped
elsewhere and turned to The Link for counseling.
"The campus police are absolutely
great," she said. "If any kind of assault was
reported, they would immediately do everything in their power to take care of the matMany assaults go unreported, however,

□Yes, it happened, but no harm was done
(she wasn't a virgin, she wasn't white).

lllustTation/Thom Krouse

Dukeman said.
In 1986, Elizabeth Allgeier. University
psychology professor, and Clifford Mynatt,
University sociology professor, surveyed 125
University women and found 42 percent had
been involved in one or more incidents involving completed or attempted rape.
The results indicated 92 percent knew
their assailant at least casually, yet only six
percent reported the incident.
In an evaluation of the survey results, Allgeier explained one reason rape victims do
not report assaults is fear of blame or nonbelief by others, especially in the case of acquaintance rape.
This reasoning was also supported by
social psychologist Martha Burt in a 1985
Campus Voice article.
In the article, Burt said victims do not

□Women provoke it (men can't control
themselves).
□ Women deserve it anyhow.
She said until society as a whole begins to
reject the myths, the problem will continue.
Dukeman said reporting an incident is important because it may relate to similar reports against the same person and eventually lead to an arrest.
"Men who rape do not stop just because
you cried," she said. "Even if you don't want
to press charges, somebody may. With multiple reports behind her, the task will be that
much easier." Immediately after an assault
occurs, the victim should be examined by a
physician before removing any clothing.
Dukeman said any evidence on the clothing
can be used in an eventual prosecution. The
examination is also important to make sure
the victim is physically out of danger, she
said.
Dukeman explained that filing an inital
report about the incident does not mean the
victim has to press charges against the assailant.
□ See Rape, page 3.

CIA wants to win Americans' trust
by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

Despite criticisms waged at the Central Intelligence Agency for being immoral and unethical, the organization
exists because this is not a "perfect
world," according to a CIA academic
affairs director.
"The conclusion that the CIA is unmoral is not warranted," Art Hulnick
said yesterday at a speech held in 210
Math Science Building. "It is the fault
of things such as misinformation, faulty

journalism and a failure to understand
the role of intelligence in foreign policy."
The CIA shares a part in the blame
because it followed too closely the
model of British intelligence which does
not discuss its operations, he said.
"In order to win the trust and confidence of the American public we decided to go out and tell the public what
we do," Hulnick.
The importance of intelligence
centers around gathering and analyzing
information on situations that pose a
potential threat to the safety of the

Wednesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport today
will be mostly cloudy
and colder with the
high In the mid 40s.
There Is a 20 percent
chanc« of rain. Tonight will be cooler
with the low In the
mid-to-upper 20s.
Thursday's weather
forecast calls lor
clear skies with a high of 35 degrees

United States, he said, adding the CIA
only uses "intrusive methods' when the
information cannot be obtained any
other way.
Once the information is gathered, it is
then analyzed and translated, he said.
"We are not the police," Hulnick said.
"We are not involved in law enforcement."
Likewise, the CIA Is not a secret
government, he said. Files are not kept
on Americans unless they have applied
for a job with the organization.
The CIA concerns itself with matters
pertaining to world economy, interna-

tional drug matters, terrorists and
United States foreign relations with
other countries, he said.
"Everything that goes on in the world
affects the U.S. and we are on top of it,"
Hulnick said.
When asked the degree of Panama
strongman Manuel Noriega's involvement with the CIA, Hulnick said
he was unsure.
"I dont know if Noriega was on the
payroll but when you have American
citizens overseas, you have to protect
them and sometimes you have to do
business with people who are not nice,"

he said. "Right now he controls Panama."
Another recent event had an impact
on how the CIA is run from the inside,
he said.
"The CIA's role in the Iran Contra Affair was limited but it did tighten controls on the inside, partially to protect
us," Hulnick said.
Covert actions only can take place
when directed by the President and the
White House administration — with full
knowledge of Congress, he said.
□ See CIA, page 3.

News in Brief
Gary Busey recovering
from accident Sunday
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor Gary Busey is
groggily recovering from head injuries and subsequent brain surgery after crashing his motorcycle.
Busey, 44, who was nominated for an Academy
Award for his starring role in "The Buddy Holly
Story" in 1978, hit his head on a curb after being
thrown from his Harley Davidson motorcycle In
a one-vehicle accident Sunday. After undergoing
brain surgery, Busey, a Malibu resident, was

resting at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, receiving visits from his wife, Judy, his 17-year-old son,
Jake, and other relatives, hospital spokesman
Ron Wise said. He was able to respond to simple
commands and questions, moving his limbs on
request and demonstrating he knew where he
was.
He will react appropriately to a question or a
statement." Wise said, adding that those signs
ih.-ucate a lack of brain damage.
Busey, who wasn't wearing a helmet during
the crash, has campaigned against efforts to
pass a California law requiring all motorcycle
riders and passengers to wear helmets.

Guest speaker to discuss
computer experiments
A guest speaker will present a colloquium on
"The Computer as an 'Experimental' Device" in
the University Planetarium Wednesday.
Michael Grady, assistant professor of physics at
the State University of New York, will discuss the
techniques and disadvantages of using computer
simulation to test physical theories.
Refreshments will be served before the seminar
at 4 p.m. in 109 Physical Sciences Laboratory
Building.
-by Angela Blandlna
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Wear helmet to lessen
motorcycle injuries
ne of California's leading opponents of mandatory motorcycle helmet laws will be lucky to
see the error of his ways.
Actor Gary Busey, whose portrayal of Buddy
Holly earned him an academy award nomination in
1978, is recovering in a Malibu-area hospital after
undergoing brain surgery to correct injuries
caused in a motorcycle accident.
It is ironic Busey was involved in the accident
after speaking at a fund raiser against helmet laws
last month.
He could have prevented or at least reduced his
injuries if he had worn a helmet.
Busey friends at the California Motorcyclist Association say untrained and unlicensed riders are in
greater danger than riders without helmets, and in
Ohio novice riders and juveniles are required to
wear helmets.
Busey, however, was known as a safe and experienced rider.
There were no other vehicles involved in the accident, and the road was clear and dry. Busey suffered severe head trauma when he lost control of
his bike and hit his head on a curb.
Cases such as Busey's are most prevalent for
riders between 20 and 24, which makes this debate
even more important to University students.
Wearing a helmet may not be "cool" and laws
requiring them may restrict riders' freedom of
choice, but the hundreds of injuries and deaths that
could be prevented each year make them a matter
of common sense.
The good news for Busey is he did not suffer brain
damage and is expected to recover fully. When he
does, it will be interesting to see if he still opposes
helmet laws.
He is lucky to have the chance to choose.

Donate food, clothes
to help the homeless
As many students anxiously await to go home
for the holidays, they ought to remember
those who will not enjoy this luxury. The director of
the Ohio Coalition for the Homeless in Columbus
said 140,000 men, women and children in the state
were homeless this year, an increase of 18 percent
from a year ago.
Hundreds more will be homeless this winter and
won't enjoy the comforts and security of a warm
house. Tnis isn't a new problem — but it definitely
is a correctable one.
The state spent $3.2 million on the emergency
shelter programs, and another $2.5 million is being
sought tor another two years. We should write to
our legislators to ensure that the money will be
used to help the homeless.
We also can donate food and used clothes to
Goodwill, shelters and area churches to help the
homeless in their time of need.
People from the low income brackets aren't the
only ones susceptible to being homeless. Middle- and upper-class people could encounter financial
difficulties at anytime and lose everything, including their homes.
One never knows when he may have money and
property, and suddenly encounters problems and
finds himself without a home.
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U.S. SENATOR PAUL SIMON OF ILLINOIS

Take away Social Security from budget
If you think the federal
government's deficit is bad, let
me assure you that it is actually
worse than it appears.
The budget is deceptive because we include Social Security
funds in the budget, a move
made when the financial pressure from the Vietnam War
made the deficit grow — and the
nation's leadership wanted to
"solve" the deficit problem
without doing what Harry Truman had us do during the
Korean War: Increase taxes to
pay for the war.
The nation came through the
Korean War with almost no increase in the deficit and almost
no increase in inflation. It was a
great tribute to President Truman and his staff.
But during the Vietnam War
President Johnson accepted
some bad advice: Pull Social
Security trust funds into the
budget, and the deficit won't
look that bad, and we won't have
to increase taxes to pay for the
war. It is a decision the nation is
paying for to this day.
Formal estimates suggest we

The danger of including Social Security in
the budget figures is that we fool
ourselves into believing the situation is
better than It is.

face a federal government deficit of $148 billion for fiscal year
1989. But that figure is deceptive. The Social Security funds
have a temporary surplus for
the year of $52 billion, meaning
that the real deficit is $199 billion
if the Social Security funds are
not counted.
The danger of including Social
Security in the budget figures is
that we fool ourselves into believing the situation is better
than ft is. And then the temptation is to "solve" the deficit
problem by cutting back on
Social Security benefits.
Social Security should be taken away from the budget, so that
we have a clean look at what we
are doing. And so that we are not
tempted to take from Social Security funds in order to balance

The fastest growing item in
the budget is interest.
There is only one way to
change that: Stop piling up more
and more debt.

the budget temporarily, funds
that will be needed to pay retirement benefits in years to
come.

We need to get hold of our deficit situation, a problem now
complicated by the difficulties
faced by many of the nation's
savings and loans, difficulties
that will cost us next year
somewhere between $30 billion
and $70 billion above earlier estimates.

The Social Security part of the
budget also fools us into believing we are spending less for interest than we actually are.

We have to stop borrowing
from our children and grandchildren. That's what a deficit
does.

Budget figures indicate we
will be spending $183 billion for
interest this fiscal year. Actually that is what the book-jugglers
call the "net interest payment."
They deduct the interest earned
by Social Security before announcing the interest costs, a
practice that is both deceptive
and dangerous.
The real interest payment by
the federal government this fiscal year is called the "gross interest payment," or $234 billion.

But we also have to stop borrowing from our parents and our
grandparents. That's what
having Social Security as part of
the federal budget does.
The number one problem facing the new president and new
Congress is the federal deficit.
We should stop playing games
with the figures, and do what is
necessary to move decisively
toward abalanced budget

LETTERS
Research must not
take precedence
I read with great interest and
much dismay the article entitled
"Protest trees student" and the
editorial in the same issue, Nov.
22. As a graduate of BGSU, I can
remember experiencing the
same frustrations trying to fill
the numerous partial schedules
that I received like clockwork
each semester. The only difference is that I attended Bowling
Green from 1981 to 1985. It is
very disturbing to hear that this
problem still remains and continues to grow.
The number one priority of an
institution for higher learning
should be to educate the students and get them to graduate
— on timefOne of the major results of the shortage of sections
offered is that many students
have to "extend" their college
years by at least a semester, if
not more. What does this mean
for the University? For starters,
how about additional tuition
fees. Not to mention the fact that
there will still be a problem with
a shortage of sections because
the students who should have
graduated are still trying to
fulfill their graduation requirements and a whole new class of
students will have arrived. It is
ironic that the same day the
protest regarding a shortage of
classes is reported in the paper
an article reports that a bill was
approved (pending on Gov.
Celeste's signature) that would
increase the enrollment ceiling
from 15,000 students to 16,000.
This would Just make a bad situation worse.
While there is little argument
that research does enhance the
reputation of the University,
isn't the main goal of the University to educate and prepare
the students for a career in fhelr
field of specialization? Research
has taken precedence over educating the students because administrators have decided that

the faculty's responsibility is to
discover some break-through
technology or method that will
enhance The University's reputation throughout the country
and that is how a faculty member is evaluated, promoted and
given tenure at the University.
I urge the administration and
faculty at Bowling Green to reevaluate their position on this
matter and reinstate the students as the faculty's number
one priority, not the research
labs and libraries. I hope that
Mr. Whitmar (University registrar) and others take corrective
actions to solve this longstanding problem at Bowling
Green. I also commend the students for taking a stand on this
issue. Like Chris Barosh said. "I
don't think the students realize
how much power they really
have."
Michael Bohinc
18880 Riverview
Chagrin Falls

Committees ought
to represent the
faculty as a whole
I would like to commend Judy
Immel and the editors for the
carefully researched article and
editorial concerning the proposals of the committee of concerned faculty to limit the number of terms a person could
serve on the Faculty Senate to
two terms and to limit the number of committee assignments a
faculty member could serve at
onetime.
The proposed reforms address
a central problem: The Faculty
Senate and University committees need to involve more members of the faculty and to be
more representative of the University faculty as a whole.
Widespread involvement is impeded to the extent that a few
persons hold many consecutive
senate terms or many simultaneous committee seats. The fact
noted in Ms. Immel's article
that well over half of the ap-

pointments made by the Committee on Committees to fill vacancies came from just two
areas, education and horary, is
a matter of genuine concern.
The suggested reforms will
Eermit greater representation
y the faculty members who
have tended not to participate,
especially younger faculty.
There is also a general sense
that the university committee
system has grown increasingly
cumbersome, inefficient, and
insular over the years. The infusion of new members with fresh
perspectives and energy could
lead to improvements in university governance.
The proposed amendments to
the Academic Charter would
also make the Senate and University committees more rerisive to the interests of all of
students by including more
of their teachers in University
decision making. These changes
are clearly in the interest of the
entire University.
Fred Miller
Philosophy department

Correction
A student quoted in a
story in yesterday's edition
regarding the history of
the Amani Room was incorrectly identified. The
last quote in the story
should have been attributed to junior accounting
major Lindale Jones.

Respond
The BG News editorial
ge is your campus
Letters should be about
108-880 words, typewritten,
double spaced, and signed.
Address submissions to:
The BG News
Editorial Editor
zHWestHall

Local

BW H#w s

Educational Administration and Supervision lost voting rights, funding and representation in the Graduate
Student Senate for the remainder of the 1988-1969 academic year because its representative failed to attend the
meetings.
In a two-thirds vote at the
Dec. 2 GSS meeting, the department was removed from
the organization because its
senator, Steve Mark, teaching fellow in business administration, missed four GSS
meetings — two more than is
allowed by the GSS attendance policy.
The censure cuts EDAS off
from Professional Development Funds, GSS meetings,
voting power and supplemental research funding.

Stephen Cernkovich, University sociology professor, said unless a case fits the "strangerfight-force" stereotype, chances
are the attacker will not be
brought to justice.
"A woman has to be, in effect,
'beat-up' to win or to even have
someone hear a case," he said.
Although taking legal action
against the assailant is often an
uphill battle, Dukeman said
were is help available and vic-

News against the CIA oncampui recruitment held in October, said he is against the policies supported by the organization.

by Fred Wright
reporter

Teresa Tancre, GSS president, said Vice President
Eric Strunk made repeated
attempts to contact Mark and
also the chair of the department to warn him the action
would be taken if the senator
or another representative did
not begin attending the bimonthy meetings.
Mark said he had talked to
Strunk, but failed to solve the
problem.

Although the Central Intellegence Agency informed students
about career options yesterday
evening, not all University faculty and students welcomed its
presence.
"The CIA recruiting on campus is like the mafia coming to
recruit," said Donald McQuarie,
associate professor of sociology.
McQuarie, one of the 57 faculty and staff members and four
student organizations which ran
an advertisement in the BG

"Unfortunately for both of
us (Mark and alternate Tracy
Wolfe) the time of the day is
just a miserable time," Mark
said.

"The CIA has historically engaged in illegal activities. There
were a number of scandals, especially in the 1970B, involving
the CIA breaking American
law." he said. "I nave seen no
evidence that they have changed
their ways. Any organization
whose actions violate law
shouldn't be allowed to recruit
on campus."
According to McQuarie, the
violations committed by the
agency were "large scale.'

"We're talking about major
violations like assassinations
and smuggling drugs," he said.
Frank McKenna, associate
professor of political science,
also signed the petition, but said
he did so for a different reason.
"Undergraduates often don't
understand what they are getting involved in," McKenna
said.
George C. Hough, associate
professor of sociology, echoed
McKenna's reason for opposing
CIA recruiting.
Hough said students could be
called upon to perform actions
that contradict their values and
morals. He added that they are

not told about everything when
theyare hired.
'Tme people aren't given full
information on the CIA's activities by the recruiters," Hough
said.
Representatives in the placement offices at six major Ohio
universities indicated that the
CIA also recruits on campus.
Margie Bogenachuttz, associate director of the College of
Business at Ohio State University, said the Career Development
Services is looking into barring
the CIA and the FBI from their
campus due to their discriminatory hiring practices.
However, no actions have
been taken to date, she said.

Failed line downs Channel 27

He said he has a class during the 2:30 p.m. meetings on
Fridays.
"It's one of those things I
volunteered for and it has
blown up in my face," Mark
said.

by Ivan Groger
staff reporter

A failure in the transmission line forced
WGBU-TV Channel 27 off the air yesterday
until an assessment of the problem can be
completed.

Rape
D Continued from page 1.

tims should not be afraid to pursue it.
"Just because you think you
have a weak case doesn't mean
an attorney will," she said.
According to John Duff in,
Wood County public defender,
the victim should be prepared to
testify should the case come to
trial.
He said he does not think the
questioning process is "insensitive or abusive" to the victim.
However, "if an area needs to be
gone into, even if it's un-

According to Paula Davis, director of public information for WBGU, the problem
could be resolved as early as today. She said
the outage occurred in the transmission line,
comfortable, it has to be done,"
he said.
"I admit it's a terrible situation, but the other side is also a
terrible situation if it didn't happen," he said.
Although women may fear being victimized or put through a
grueling cross-examination

which takes the signal from the transmitter
to the antenna.
Davis said a representative from the Massachussetts company which installed the
line in 1966 will assess the problem and instruct two "tower riggers" on how to repair
the 1,100-foot tower, which is located in
Deshler.
This is the second time in the past year
that the television station has had a power
failure, according to the Jan. 20,1968 edition
ot the BG News.

from the defense attorney, this
is not always the case, according to John Helm, investigator
for the Wood County prosecutor's office.
"Sometimes it could hurt the
defense to put the victim
through a harsh testimony because it only tends to draw more
sympathy," Helm said.

On Jan. 16, the station experienced an
electrical malfunction, causing a power
failure, the News stated.
According to Bob Kreienkamp, the outage
is interrupting a pledge drive which began
on Friday to raise money to purchase programming for the Public Broadcasting
System station.
Also affected by the power failure were 141
school systems who tap into instructional
programming broadcast by the station during the day, Kreienkamp said.

CIA
D Continued from page 1.
"It is a system designed to let
the people know what we are doing through the Congress," Hulnicksaid.
Allegations by former intelligence agents concerning how
the organization is run under-

mine how the public views the
agency which in turn affects recruiting, he said.
"If we can't recruit, I don't
know what the CIA will look like
in 10 vears," Hulnlck said. "If
we only went to the places where
people love us, we wouldn't have
the cross-section of employees
we have."
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Vogt returns to teaching position
by Beth Thomas
editor

At a time in his life when most
of his colleagues are working to
climb the ladder of success, one
University vice president has
taken a step in a slightly
different direction.
Last spring. University Vice
President of Operations Karl
Vogt announced he was resigning his post of five years and returning to his first love —teaching in the College of Business
Administration.
However, as he readily points
out, he does not consider his
move as shifting to a lower rung
on the ladder, but rather "a lateral move."
"I don't see it as a step down.
It's a change of responsibility.
It's a change in activities, a
change in relationships with
others," he said. "Now I deal
with students — before I dealt
with University staff."
"But it's not a reduction in
status," he added, explaining he
believed he had met most of the
challenges of the office.
"I felt after five years I'd
climbed as many mountains as I
was able to and wanted to get
back to working with students,"
he said. "I enjoyed being vice

Karl Vogt
!>resident, but after five years a
ot of the problems that were interesting had been resolved."
He said he believes his reallife experiences in management
make him uniquely qualified to
teach the subject.
"It's something different than
out of the book, he said. "The
ability to tie in theory with relevant experience, University
experience, has been helpful."
He said this is especially beneficial to the crop of students he
teaches this semester, most of
which are non-business majors,
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unfamiliar with management
theories and techniques.
Cindy Voinovich, a student in
Vogt's Management 306 class,
said he uses many examples in
his lectures which illustrate his
points well.
"He makes it interesting.
Management can be boring,'
she said.
"He ties a lot of his experience
in with the class," said Voinovich. a senior interpersonal and
public communications major.
She explained Vogt often
starts talking about one subject
but heads off into other directions when he starts drawing
upon his administrative experiences.
Vogt served as a faculty
member and dean of the College
of Business Administration for
16 years. He moved into the University's administration when
University President Paul Olscamp took over the school's
reigns in 1981 and removed
several established administrators.
Vogt worked as interim vice
president of academic affairs
tor one year and became the
vice president of operations
when Eloise Clark was hired.
He said Olscamp was aware
he wanted to return to teaching
someday and was not too surprised when he gave him the
news.
"I just decided in the spring,
'Gee, let's do it now,' " Vogt
said.
Olscamp agreed with Vogt: "I
understood his feelings, but I

was disappointed. Karl occupies
a unique place in my heart."
Olscamp explained that when
he arrived at the University he
faced adverse circumstances.
He said some faculty and staff
members were hostile toward
him because they had favored
hiring interim president MichaelFerrari. Ferrari served in
that position for more than a
year following the death of
President Holfls Moore and had
been popular on campus.
"I didn't even know there had
been a strong internal candidate," Olscamp said. "It was
difficult for me. I needed supporters, but I knew no one."
Among Olscamp's first acts
was to replace three vice presidents. He asked Vogt, then dean
of the College of Business Administration, to take the interim
vice president of academic affairs post.
However, Olscamp readily
admits "(administration) was
never (Vogt's) first love. His
first love is the classroom and
the business school.
"He's a close friend and we
have a special relationship due
to the early days. He stood by
me," he added.
Although Vogt offered to stay
in his vice-presidential capacity
until a permanent replacement
could assume the role, Olscamp
rejected the offer, urging him
instead to resume teaching right
"There is never a good time to
lose a good person," Olscamp
explained. "So I told him to
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make the break now."
Vogt's replacement, Robert
Martin, director of plant operations at Louisiana State University, will take over the post at
the beginning of January. In the
meantime, nowever, Vogt is
wearing both hats and juggling
his time between the two jobs.

The factor will become even
more important this summer,
when Vogt and his wife, a nurse
in the Bowling Green City
Schools, both have time off from
their jobs. He said they will
probaWy take a vacation
together and he intends to play a
lofof golf.

He said he spends two days a
week in the administrative offices of McFall Center and three
in his faculty office, located in
the newly-built annex to the
Business Administration Building.

And although he said the time
off will be enjoyed, it does mean
a reduction in pay. Vogt said the
rate of his salary is the same,
but the total sum is lower because he is paid on a 10-month
faculty contract instead of a
12-month administrative one.

"Some days it's difficult to
figure out who I am and where
I'm going," he said, smiling.
Although his life is hectic now.
thoughts of a more peaceful
semester in the spring seem to
be carrying him through. He
said his plans involve teaching
more classes, including one at
the graduate level, and spending
more time in research, something he is strapped for time to
do now.
However, his agenda does not
include 10-hour days or working
on weekends.
"I come in a little later, leave
a little earlier. Faculty have
more control over their time
than administrators," he explained.
"I have more control over my
time and my life. Now I can do
research on things interesting to
me and teach courses that are
interesting to me," he said.
"That's a mighty important factor."

However, he said the loss does
not bother him because he can
make it up consulting or teaching summer school.
For the rest of this semester,
though, Vogt is still a vice president. However, he said he does
not think his students are intimidated by the title. In fact, he
said many are not even aware of
it because he does not tell them.
Voinovich said she is not uncomfortable In Vogt's class because he is open and not intimidating.
"He's very down to earth,"
she said. "He only uses his job to
help teach."
When Vogt came to the University in 1967, he expected to
stay only five years. Twenty-one
years later, however, he admits
he plans to stay for the duration
of his career.
"Bowling Green is certainly
satisfying my needs and I never
felt the urge
ur» or need to look elsewhere,"Tie
,"h said.
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Elsewhere
Funding on rise for counties f
Local governments get double of state agency money
COLUMBUS (AP) — Local governments
can expect a boost in funding from the state
over the next two years at a growth rate
about twice that for state government agencies, Gov. Richard Celeste's top fiscal officer said Tuesday.
Lee Walker, director of the Office of
Budget and Management, told members of
the County Commissioners Association of
Ohio that the state pumped $542 million into
the Local Government Fund in the last fiscal
year, and $617 million in the current year.
State law provides for a percentage of tax
revenue collected by the state in its general
revenue fund to be set aside for distribution
to local governments.
"That's about 13.7 percent growth. My
predecessor. Bill Shkurti, liked to point out
that the local government funds were growing at about twice the rate of the general
revenue fund ... so that's good news Toryou
and bad news for the state programs," wal-

ker said.
"With the changes that were made in the
previous budget bill... I anticipate that the
Local Government Fund will continue growing at about double the rate of the general
revenue (fund)," she said.
Walker, who has been tight-lipped about
the dollar amount of new money that will be
available for state spending during the next
two fiscal years starting July 1, said the
economy is expected to grow in 1969 but experience a slight downturn in 1990.
"That basically means good news for
Ohio's revenues. That basically means that
we will see some increased growth in revenues, albeit limited. The problem is that all
of those revenues aren't available for me to
use in the 1990-91 budget," she said.
At least $125 million of the extra revenue
that otherwise would be available already
has been earmarked by the General Assembly for other purposes. A variety of federally

imposed spending mandates will cost the
state about $150 million.
In addition, spending for the Medicaid
program under the current budget is about
$100 million higher than expected.
"Revenues are going to look in the end,
after all the additions and all the subtractions, a lot like they did two years ago ...
very limited growth, basically inflationary
growth for the agencies," Walker told commissioners.
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The Ohio Department of Transportation,
which relies on the state gasoline tax and the
federal government for its money, faces the
same limited budget growth as the rest of
state government, which is funded by the
sales, income and other taxes.

McClellan; Franklin County
Municipal Court Judge Marvin
Romanoff: and Barbara Eisenhart, a Kent State University
sophomore who was severely injured in a car accident related to
drunken driving.

"As I understand it, the gas tax is very
tight. It's not projected to grow," said Walker.

Eisenhart, a 22-year-old
finance major, travels through
northeast Ohio urging young
people to think about the potential consequences of drunken
driving.
"My friend was drunk and I
Slot in the car with her, thinking
t was an average ride, you
know, down the road and back.

She lost control going around a
curve," she said.

take the risk. Don't make the
same mistake I did."

Eisenhart's neck was broken
in the resulting crash.

Education efforts also drew
Taylor, McClellan and Denihan
to the attention of the commission, which was formed to implement the results of a 1983
presidential commission.

But 18 months after she lost
the use of her arms and legs, she
became involved with Students
Against Driving Drunk and began telling her story, usually to
two high schools a week.
"I tell them what happened to
me," she said. "I try to get the
point across to the kids that it
could happen to them. Do not
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7:15 and 9:15
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Romanoff attracted national
attention for his no-exceptions
policy toward drinking-related
offenses, even for first-time
offenders. He doesn't lock them
up, but he doesn't dismiss the
charges, either.
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Drunk driving victim awarded
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
crippled woman who uses her
personal experience to warn
teen-agers of the dangers of
drunken driving was among five
Ohioans honored Tuesday by the
National Commission Against
Drunk Driving.
In all, 22 people received
awards from the commission.
Ohio had more honorees than
any other state.
The Ohioans are June Taylor,
representing the southwestern
Ohio chapter of Mothers Against
Drunk Driving; William Denihan, director of the Ohio Department of Highway Safety;
State Highway Patrol Lt. Paul
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Ethics in America
The Premier of A New Acclaimed Television Course
Conscientious public officials violating the law in
search of some higher policy good.. .citizens concerned for the character of their neighborhood
protesting the use of nearby property tor a shelter
for the homeless. . .astute businessmen closing
company plants, and ending hundreds of jobs, in
order to realize better yields on the remainder of
the operations.. .do they see any link between their
actions and the ethical principles they gladly affirm
when asked to teach at the children's Sunday
schools?"
Lisa H. Newton, PhD., Author
ETHICS IN AMERICA STUDY GUIDE

Watch and listen as celebrities such as Jeane
Kirkpatrick, Peter Jennings, C. Everett Koop
and Antonin Scalia grapple with contemporary
ethical conflicts in a prime time television
series that is the core of Ethics In America.
This introductory philosophy course will equip
you to intelligently analyze similar moral
dilemmas In your chosen professional field
and in our common society.
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State keeps Guard control
Celeste happy Ohio troops cannot be sent to Honduras
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov. Richard
Celeste's office on Tuesday welcomed a federal appeals court ruling that declared as
unconstitutional a law stripping governors
of control over training missions by their
states' National Guard.
Celeste has opposed sending Ohio National
Guard troops to Honduras in Central America.
Heidi Findley, a spokeswoman for Celeste,
■aid more information on legal ramificiations of the ruling was being sought from
Ohio Attorney General Anthony Celebrezse's office.
"Of course we're thrilled," said Findley.
"But we don't know the whole story yet"
The 8th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in St.
Louis made the ruling Tuesday In a lawsuit

filed by Minnesota Gov. Rudy Perpich. The
suit challenged the Montgomery Amendment, which effectively eliminated a requirement that governors give consent to
training missions for their Guard units.
Before the law took effect in 1966, state
units could not be sent on federal training
missions without that consent
A federal court decision last year which
said the U.S. Guard Bureau was empowered
to deploy Guard members for training exercises outside the country was appealed.
Ohio was one of 11 states that originally
joined in the Minnesota suit as a friend of the
court. Five states, including Ohio, remain
part of the court action.
Some of the original support was lost because the National Guard threatened to

withdraw federal money from units in some
states where governors oppose Central
American training missions.
Celeste, who visited Honduras and Panama in July, later confirmed his opposition
to Ohio National Guard training exercises
there in I960.
He also has said repeatedly he opposes
President Reagan's policy of lncreaaing
American military presence in Central
America and believes the deployment of
guardsmen to Honduras, which borders wartorn Nicaragua, would unnecessarily endanger them.
He cited other reasons for his opposition to
the plan, including the use of guardsmen to
build a road in Honduras where civilian
unemployment is a critical problem.

Fremont chase ends run of Va. fugitive
FREMONT (AP) - Jeffrey
Shortal led highway patrolmen,
sheriffs deputies and city police
on a 40-minute chase before he
was captured Tuesday near the
city pouce station.
Shortal, 21, of Fredericksburg, Va., is a suspect in an
armed robbery in Virginia,
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Highway Patrol Sgt. Douglas
Turpening said.
Trooper Mike Schneider said
he stopped Shortal at an Ohio
Turnpike service plaza near
Vickery after seeing him driving
recklessly on the turnpike.
As Schneider approached the
car, Shortal fled west on the
turnpike. About three miles
away a fire on Shortal's car
failed but he continued to drive
on the rim, crashed through a
closed gate at the Fremont
Turnpike exit and drove into the
city.
Highway patrolmen, Ottawa

County sheriffs deputies and
Fremont city police pursued
Shortal until his car struck a pile
of firewood along a city street,
and he fled on foot.
He did not resist when police
caught him in a residential
backyard just east of the police
station.
The car Shortal was driving
was stolen at knifepoint from a
car salesman in Fredericksburg, Turpening said, adding
that it had stolenlicense plates.
Shortal is on probation from
Ballston Spa, New York. Other
than a letter from his probation

officer in New York, he carried
no identification, Turpening
said.
Highway Patrol Sgt. Gabriel
Ferencx said the robbery charge
traced to the theft of the car In
Frederlcksburg which Shortal
was driving. He said Shortal is
charged here with receiving stolen property, carrying a concealed weapon, fleeing police
and drunken driving.
Ferencz said Virginia authorities want to extradite him
to face the stolen car charge
there and that extradition
proceedings began Tuesday.
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News Brief
B-52s are grounded
after Michigan crash
OMAHA, Neb. (AP)-The
Strategic Air Command
grounded all B-52 bombers
Tuesday after one of the aircraft crashed at K.I. Sawyer
Air Force Base near Marquette.Mlch.
Major Suzanne Handle,
public affairs officer for SAC
headquarters at Offutt Air
Force Base here, said the
planes were ordered to
''stand down" as a precaution.
The grounding will affect
about 260 aircraft. Handle
said she did not know how
long the planes would be
grounded.

Center
D Continued from page 1.
The new 1800,000 information
center is being entirely funded
by the Parking Services budget.
Toe department committed its
1400,000 capital funding budget
surplus and $200,000 the department was instructed to borrow on an internally-funded
loan.
At the Faculty Senate meeting, Alice Calderonello, English
professor, suggested lighting
Improvements which she believed would be more worthy of
the Parking Services budget
"Why Is $600,000 being spent
on little brick walla and why is
that more important than the
safety of our children?" she
asked.
After Calderonello expressed

concern about lighting, University Director of Public Safety
BID Bess said a state house bill
is pending which would allot an
estimated $125,000 to fund lighting? improvements.
'If this bill is passed implementation of the lighting will
begin in July and be completed
by this time next year, Bess
said.
Bess said the information
center will improve security
around the east end of the campus where a lot of vandalism has
been reported. He said the
center's construction plans Include extensive lighting to be
added to the area.
Blinn's resolution to request a
review of the project's funding
failed, despite a 55-minute debate.
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The B-52 bomber crashed
and burned early Tuesday on
a runway while practicing
"touch-and-go" landings. AD
eight crew members survived.
The plane is equipped to
carry nuclear bombs, but
SAC spokesman Lt. Col.
George Peck said no weapons
were aboard.
The eight-engine B-52,
which was deployed in the
early 1950s, is the military's
biggest bomber, with a
wingspan of 165 feet and a
maximum takeoff weight of
488,000 pounds. The last B-52
was commissioned in 1962.
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FINANCIAL AID FORMS
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Financial Aid and Student Employment
450 Student Services Building
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Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment (FASE)

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

THE BEST STUDENT
SEATS IN THE
COUNTRY!!
THE STUDENT SECTION AT ANDERSON ARENA PUTS
YOU RIGHT ON TOP OF THE ACTION.

BGSU STUDENTS

SIT JUST A FEW FEET FROM THE COURT, AND
THE WALL OF FALCON FANATICS FROM BASELINE TO
BASELINE IS ONE BIG REASON THE FALCONS ARE SO
TOUGH AT HOME.

BE A PART OF ALL THE FUN.

LOOK FOR FREE, FLYING T-SHIRTS AFTER THE
FALCONS' FIRST BASKET AND EACH DUNK.
TONIGHT!
WOMEN
vs. Eastern Kentucky
6:00 p.m.

THURSDAY
MEN
va. Findlay Collage
8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY
WOMEN
vs. Michigan State

1:30 p.m.

BE THE BEST FALCONS' SIXTH MAN!

Office:

400 Napoleon Rd.

332.fi as

Hr>.: Weekdays 9-5
Saturdays 10-4

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS
The Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations is now distributing the
Budget Request Forms to those student
organizations seeking General Fee funds
for 1989-90. This form is available in
Room 305, Student Services Building.
The forms must be completed and returned to Room 305 Student Services
Building by Monday, February 6, 1989.
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Just their signaaue.
It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh* computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious loan
program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below, or
call 800-831-LOAN. All your
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and

send it If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just a few weeks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove
financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

• 1998 Apple Compuw, Inc. Apple, ihe Apple logo, and

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays for
*

IntroducingApple's
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Micro Buying Service
104 Hayes Hall
372-7724

MKIMO*
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BG's Thompson plays key role
Junior's better concentration making this season better than last
"This year, (head) coach (Fran Voll) la
looking for more leadership from me. He
says you can't play unless you contribute.
So, I want to provide a role for others to
look at. When I go Into the games now, I
have to do well."
-Tecca Thompson, women's basketball player

by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Tecca Thompson always
worked hard last year, but admitted she wasn't focused
enough during the games.
Subsequently, she didn't have
the kind of I
season she had
hoped for.
But this
!ear, the Junor has set her i>
sights straight I
and is produc- w
ing for the
Bowling Green
women's basThompson
ketball team.
As the Falcons' sixth person,
Thompson is averaging 7.6
points and 5.2 rebounds per
game.

"Tecca has assumed a role vital to us this season as the sixth
person. She's earned her way
there this year," Voll said.
"What's as important as anything is that she goes in and
plays very good defense. She
plays hard and works hard. And
Tecca does it day-in and dayout

Iowa State in the championship
game of the mini Classic last
weekend. Thompson also reached double figures (10 points)
against Loyola of Chicago and
Northwestern.
She grabbed a career-high 13
rebounds against the Ramblers,
too.

"Top to bottom, it's hard to
visualize anyone who puts more
heart into the program than Tecca."

"I was shocked that to have
that many," said Thompson, a
criminal justice major who asEa to go the law school. "They
seemed to be falling into my
ds."

"This year, (head) coach
(Fran Vofl) is looking for more
leadership from me, Thompson said. "He says vou can't
play unless you contribute. So, I
want to provide a role for others
to look at. When I go into the
games now, I have to do well.

It hasn't actually been that
easy, though. It's taken a lot of
hard work.
Voll said the success of his
program has been because of
players — like Thompson — who
always give their all.

"I'm concentrating more because my duties for the team
have increased."
The 5-foot-10 foward scored a
season-high 11 points against

Pollyeyes
"fl Gathering Pkx«"

by Andy Woodard
sports editor

late Niters - we will be open until 3:00 om
Sunday, Dec. 11 thru Saturday Dec. 17

$3.75

FR€€ POP

Any small 10 Inch
Pan Pizza with
one item

with any
Large Sub, Burrito, or
Large Salad (Chef, Veg,
Toco, or Turkey)

$5.20 value

Campus Pollyaya*

|

352-9938 J Campus Pollyeyes

As the eighth man on the team
— behind seniors Chris Mossing
and Dawn Eastman — Thompson felt her role wasn't that important.
"I thought maybe I should
have been the sixth player last
year, but coach didn't see it that
way," she said. "This year. I
feel better about my situation
and where I fit in with the team.
"I feel real comfortable right
now."
Voll said Thompson is at ease
now because of her versatility.
She usually plays the small
forward or big guard positions,
behind starters Megan McGuire
and Trad Gorman. But because
of sophomore Heather Finfrock's ankle injury earlier in
the year, Voll played Thompson
at power forward behind Jackie
Motycka.
' 'When she gets in, someting is
usually going to happen," Voll
said.
Which is somewhat of a contrast from last year.

BG News/Paul Vernon
Tecca Thompson drives past Erin Vick during Tuesday's practice session. Thompson, Vick and the rest of the Bowling Green women's basketball team host Eastern Kentucky (Jniversty tonight at 8 in Anderson
Arena.

Falcons shoot for sixth-straight

Compw

Extra items 70'

Thompson said her hard work
has paid off on the floor more
than ever this season. Her shooting percentage last year (38.8)
has improved to 53.6 through
five games this season.
"It's basically because I'm
concentrating more," she said.
"This year, I've got it in my

head to make up for my mistakes. That's what I'm doing
mentally. Last year, I didnl
concentrate enough." .

With upcoming games against
Big 10 teams Michigan State and
Ohio State, it might be easy for
the Bowling Green women's
basketball team to look past today's opponent — Eastern Kentucky.
|

352-963*

Telecourse Program

I

But head coach Fran Voll said
the Falcons won't do that because the Colonels are too good
ofa team.
"Eastern Kentucky has a fine
basketball program," he said.

"They're going to present a
challenge for us."
With a win, the Falcons. M,
can tie the school record for
most victories to start the year.
Game time is 8 p.m. at Anderson
Arena.
Eastern Kentucky, 3-2, lost at
Cincinnati 76-53 Monday night.
But the Colonels own wins over
Pittsburgh. Louisville and
Eastern Michigan.
Guard LaTonya Fleming
leads the team with a 16.0 points
per game average. She's backed
by center Cheryl Palmer (15.3
ppg) and forwards Kelly Cowan

(14.5) and Angie Bryant (14.0).
"They're big and strong inside," Voll said. "They throw
the ball in there a lot."
However, Eastern Kentucky's
inside game could be hampered
as point guard Angie Cox, who
leads the team with 12 assists in
three game, has been slowed by
an ankle sprain.
But Voll said they will still be
tough.
"They have proven this year
that they are a very, very sound
team," he said. "They'll be
tough. We'll have to play as good
as we've played all year (to
win)."

9
I

FALCON NOTES: Forward
Jackie Motycka leads the team
in scoring with a 21.0 ppg average. Forward Megan McGuire
(16.2) and center Angie Bonner
(13.2) are second and third, respectively. ... BG has struggled
from the foul line this year, nitting only 72-of-116 for a 62.1 percentage. ... Bonner leads the
team in rebounding, averaging
8.4 a game. ... Point guard
Paulette Backstrom paces the
squad with 26 assists. ...
McGuire is six-for-10 on threepoint field goals this year. She
made only six three-pointers in
30 games last season.

BGSU CAMPUS INVITED TO AUDITION:
For a six-week (May 18-June 28, 1989) summer choir tour
through the United States (tour covers 35 + states).
Auditions will be held Saturday, December 10, 1988
starting at 1:00 p.m. in the Choral Room (1040) of the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
For more information, please call 2-8288 or 2-2181.

•

Classes:
Tuesday (optional)

Thursday (required)
7:30-9:00 p.m.
Math Science Building
Room 140
Before class viewing
6-7:30 TR

Program Broadcasts:
Monday & Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Or via campus cable
In Jerome Library and
other campus locations

e Can be used toward Group III requirement tor
degree programs Including B.A., B.F.A., B.A.
In Comm.
• Prerequisite: One year of high school algebra.
The course will not cover extensive algebraic
skills.
e Watch the programs In your home or on campus.
• Only 15 required campus meetings.
• Campus meeting sessions taught by Frederick
Leetch, Professor Emeritus ot Mathematics A
Statistics.

A '57 T-BIrd convertible. Grandfather's gold pocket wale h. a signed
first edition of a Hemmingway masterpiece - an pricele ss orginals.
Although so me originals today may not be as magnifice it, we think
tbeydeservt t more than a simple black frame.
DieGraphlcs can transform anything from diplomas to plcru res to signs
to business ;ards into a personal masterpiece.
If It can be photographed, DieGraphics can create a n accurate
finished alu ininum replica beautifully mounted on a s olid walnut
veneer. The images are vivid and crisp to the most intric ate detail. It
won't chip, fade or peel and is resistant to most che micals and
solvents
DieGraphlcs can distinguish offices with certificates and n erne plates,
personalizec awards, and give more prestige to a busines jcard.
Why not M tal your masterpiece in a DieGraphics pie ique. You'll
probably Kk« ft better than the real thing. After all. with C leGraphlca,
some things are better than the original.

Cell Tom at 1-800-334-5718
Ext. 6
MasterCard and Visa Accepted

7,1**8 f

Pass rush doesn't worry Browns
BEREA (AP) — The Cleveland Browns
don't seem to be very concerned about their
inability to rush the guarterback. In fact,
they believe what little pass rush they do
have is sufficient to take them to the Super
Bowl.
"Last year we supposedly didn't have a
pass rush either, and we had a chance to go
all the way to the championship, so I think
we can do it regardless, linebacker David
Grayson said as the Browns continued preparations for their game against the Miami
Dolphins next Monday night.
The Browns have sacked the
quarterback 36 times in compiling i
record. Cleveland totaled 19 of those sacks In
the season's seventh, eighth and ninth
games, however. They have only seven
sacks in the last five games, and six of those
came in one game against the thenstruggling offensive line of the Pittsburgh
Also, the Browns are seldom forcing the
quarterback to hurry his passes.
"We're still developing. We've got a lot of
young guys working In our pass rush situations and it's going to come for us," nose

tackle Bob Golic said. "We've shown that we
can do It"
Second-year player Grayson had three of
his four sacks in the Browns' first two
games. Rookie defensive linemen Michael
Dean Perry and Charles Buchanan also
started quickly. Perry had four of Ma six
sacks in the first nine games, while Buchanan has earned none of his four and onehalf sacks in the last six games.
Veteran linebacker Clay Matthews is tied
with Pery for the team lead with six sacks.
"I think perhaps teams have made adjustments. I think they realize that we have
some real good speed on the outside, with
Clay on one side and Charles on the other, so
they've made some blocking adjustments,"
Gone explained.
Defensive end Carl Hairaton, who is listed
as questionable for the Miami game with a
sore knee, believes the Browns'young past
rushers are simply in the midst of a learning
process.
"Our young guys are talented with physical ability," the 13-year veteran said. "I
don't think that's a problem. It's lust things
like learning how to best study film of your

opponent, learning how to best play against
your opponent. Teams know our guys are
quick and teams adjust as the weeks goon."
The Browns have no plans to create a
stronger pass rush with increased blitzing or
different defensive schemes. They continue
to rely heavily on the superb pan coverage
of their secondary to limit the opposing passing attacks.
"I think we've had a pretty good blend of
normal pass rush and blitz,"coach Marty
Schottenheiroer said. "I think we have to
continue to use a combination of both coverage and blitz."
Golic further explained that the problems
of the Cleveland pan rush are unrelated to
the defenses that the Browns employ.
"We've got so many different defensive
fronts, defensive looks - our Bear, Over
Bear, Under, Okie and Nickel - that I don't
think teams really know what to expect from
us. I don't think it's that we're not doing
different things," Golic said.

NBA star an ordinary 'Bird' at home
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. (AP) Larry Bird, a rare sight in
southern Indiana this time of
year, was dressed a little better
and driving a better car, but
people still recognized him "as
one of the guys."
So says Max Gibson, a Terre
Haute businessman and a partner with Bird in the Boston Connection hotel where Bird had
been recuperating from foot
surgery.
Bird however, is no longer the
typical Hoosier.
The Boston Connection is a
109-room shrine where everything from matchbook covers to
soap wrappers carries pictures
of the NBA superstar.
Hotel patrons can eat in The
Boston Garden restaurant, sur-

rounded by Bird's trophies,
magazine covers and family
photographs of him growing up
In French Lick, 65 miles south.
Diners can shoot a few hoops
from the actual center Jump section of Springs Valley High
School, where Bird's career began.
Place mats contain outlines of
his hands, urging people to
"compare your hands to Larry's
...thehestlntheNBA."
Nearby, guests can order
drinks and watch Celtics games
on one of three televisions in the
Bird's Nest lounge, which contains more memorabilia.
For the Christmas season, a
color portrait of Bird in a Santa
Clans suit has been set up in the
lobby.

Occasionally during the past
week, the 6-foot-9 Bird wandered
into the hotel dining room to
chat with guests and sign autographs.
But mostly he kept to himself,
relaxing in his private suite.
playing golf and renewing old
acquaintances.
'•He's got privacy here," said
Glen Ankney, a business partner
and the hotel's general manager. "He comes here to relax."
Friends and business associates had hoped to keep him in
Terre Haute for his birthday. He
turns 31 Wednesday. But Bird,
who underwent surgery in Boaton for bone spurs last month,
flew back there Tuesday and
was scheduled to have the casts
on his feet changed Wednesday.

Becker back on track
"I'm at the stage of my career
NEW YORK (AP) - Boris
Becker has grown up, on and off where I've learned a couple of
lessons," he said. Asked what
the tennis court.
After winning Wimbledon he's learned, Becker replied,
comes easy, on or
twice as a teen-ager, the West "That nothing
1
German wunderkind dumped off the court. '
That was certainly true in the
his coach, moved to Monte Carlo
and found that fame and fortune Masters final, which Becker
do not always lead to happiness won in a thrilling final-set tiebreaker. After battling for
and success.
Becker slipped from No. 2 to nearly five hours, Becker and
No. 5 in the world in 1967, and Lendf engaged In a 37-stroke ralwas upset in the second round at ly on match point. It finally endWimbledon. But he came back ed when Becker hit a backhand
to win a tour-leading seven titles that hit the top of the net and fell
this year, including the season- over for a winner.
"Physically, this was the
ending Masters championship at
hardest match I've ever
Madison Square Garden.
"I'm playing the best tennis played," Becker said. "I'm
I've ever played," Becker said completely exhausted."
The final point symbolized
after his dramatic five-set victory over Ivan Lendl Monday Lendl's frustrating year, one in
night. "I think this is an indica- which he lost his No. 1 ranking to
tion that I'm on the right track." Mats Wilander and failed to win
a major title. Lendl came back
Becker, who turned 21 last from shoulder surgery in Sepmonth, said he has matured as a tember to reach the Masters
final, but bis bid for a record
person and a player.

fourth consecutive championship fell Just short
' If y ou don't call that unlucky,
you don't call anything unlucky," Lendl said of Becker's
netcord shot "It's the way it's
been ail year. Hopefully, it's all
behind me now."
Lendl said regaining the No. 1
ranking won't be his top priority
next year.
"I have two main goals, to win
the Australian Open and Wimbledon," he said, referring to the
two Grand Slam titles that have
eluded him.
Lendl earned $135,000 for
reaching the Masters final and
J250.000 for placing fourth in the
Grand Prix bonus pool standings, pushing his career earnings over the $13 million mark.
Becker received $285,000 for
winning the tournament and
$550 000 for finishing second in
the bonus pool, boosting his career total to more than $4 million.

His visit to Terre Haute marked the first time Bird the leading scorer in Indiana State University's history, had been back
during the basketball season
since he graduated in May 1979.
Twice, he appeared unannounced to watch his younger
brother Eddie, a sophomore,
play basketball at ISU.
"He's Just a typical southern
Indiana guy. Success hasn't
gone to his head," said Gibson,
who hired Bird to do maintenance work in the summers
while Bird was in college.

Wyche gives punter
vote of confidence
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ctocinnati Bengals coach 8am
Wyche says be hasn't lost
faith in punter Scott Fulhage,
who was deactivated for a
game last Sunday against San
yche said he made Ful"as
hage an inactive player be-

"we've got Lee Johnson
and he can do it (punt). It's
good mat be got a chance to
do it when the game wasn't in
the balance," Wyche said.
Both Johnson and Fulhage
get the ball off within two
seconds, which is an adequate
amount of time to prevent a
block Wyche said.
Fulhage's 38-yard punting
average is one of the poorest
in the NFL. However, Fulhage notes be hasn't had

"Scott Fulhage is doing Just
fine," Wyche said. "He
doesn't have the numbers to
back It up, but he can do it.
He's our punter."

mis season because of the
Bengals' offensive successes.
He said be was unhappy
with Wy che's decision.
"I wasn't too thrilled standing there on the sidelines
when I'm used to being in the
game," Fulhage said. "But
what can I say? When you've
got three kickers, I guess
there's always the possibility
that one of them could sit out.
"I guess I was the obvious
choice this week, because Lee
kicks off and can kick long
field goals."

cause he wanted to have
third-string quarterback
Mike Norseth eligible to play
to a game. Norseth customarily has been one of the Bengals' players deactivated before games.
Fulhage Is healthy and
hasn't bat his Job, even
though his punting statistics
aren't impressive, Wyche

With Fulhage inactive Sunday, Wyche had kicker Jim
Breech and kickoff specialist
Lee Johnson do the punting in
a 27-10 victory over the Chargers that clinched a playoff
Sera. Breech, kicking out of
a field-goal formation, had
two kicks for an 18.5-yard
average. Johnson punted

.ivloi Old-. Cadillai

1M7 Doef* Sherfa

"He's dressing a little better,
driving a better car. But be still
lust likes being with his friends.
People in Terre Haute tend to
think of him as one of the guys."

Petti's

twice for a 39-yard average.
Wyche liked the opportunity to get Johnson some punting chances. Johnson was s
punter before coming to the
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STUDENTS
GET ACQUAINTED COUPON OFFER

Qfoacfe
119 N. MAIN, B.Q.
PHONE 383-0068
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I79M
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IMS Dodfo MM

Any

4 dr., oir, outo

Dinner

tMM

WITH THIS COUPON
QOOO 11 AM -mCLOSNO
THRU DEC. IS. ISeS
Try Our Header Stuc* or
Our New Hou— Seuce
FRa BWTMMY CAKES
w*h your purcrm—

1»t» PontMK MOO U
4 dr. well equipped

srm
IMS Bukfc Century LTD
4 dr.. oir, stereo, outo

Preferred Properties

•MM

835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

IMS Sulcic Century
4 dr., outo. oir

immediate
Housing Openings

MMS

Free Membership to Chcrrywood Health Sp*

Phillies, Expos deal
ATLANTA (AP) - The Philadelphia Phillies traded AllStar pitcher Kevin Gross to the
Montreal Expos for pitchers
Floyd Youmans and Jeff Parrett
Tuesday.
Gross was 12-14 with a 3.69
earned-run average in 33 starts
last season. In 1967, he was sus-

pended for 10 games for hiding
sandpaper in his glove.
Youmans, who underwent
substance abuse rehabilitation
last season, was 3 -6 with a 3.21
ERA in 13 starts.
Parrett, a reliever, was 12-4
with six saves and a 165 ERA.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS*CITY EVENTS

lO UNIWI

RIDES
I'M OOPOIATEIY SEEKING A RIDE
TROIT METRO AJeePORTI LEAVING
2:30 ON THURSOAY. DECEMBER 1ST
THIS WAY? IF M, PLEASE CALL
(MARK).

MMOII
Public Reletlons Ma|an!
Cam* learn whet we're eboutl
MM ■• TONMHT et Campue
PoHoye.ee el *OOPM
See you there!

TO DEBO AT
GOING
1-3350

miWIUPHIIII

N«tl Blrlhder'
TIM UN MMM tot HMMn Rights
lurne 40 thle yeer!
Com. cMlnll with punch > B-dey cske
provided by Amneety Internettonel
December (HI, till 7:30 PM
Chrletmea OramM Winners srtnoui";*menll

LET US 00 YOUR LAUNDRY
FREE Dropoff Sorvic*
gem-3pm Mon-Frl
Dec 5 9 and Dec. 12-16
Ken's Com Laundry 709 S Main

MUST SELL1
TWO 1988 KING SIZE WATERBEDS
w/padded raja, drawers bookcase, head
board etc CorreWvad value over S1100 Both
yours tor 5500 o bo Haioon 353-6163.
RIDES WANTED!
Ride needed to Pittsburgh tor Christmas vacation VVMng to help with gas money
Cal 363-2258 or 372-2803

SERVICES OFFERED

AXO KARON SWADE
Thank you tot an incredible evening Saturday
night at the date party We have many good
timea ahead of us
Love, your mystery ZBT date.
JOE
Carolyn and Tern.
Your Phi Pet dates were reedy and set. tor an
evening with two AO's whom they had met The
miaexMoe was hung with thai thought x rrand. to
lure me* two dates who were tender and Rind
The paaaron punch was crvfcng. Oven later was
gone Uneke the punch, they washed thee
dance could have Bated al night long! The
hours as late, so they sard goodbye But not
without fond memonea of their AOPi'sl
We love yu both. Bel and Jim
Congratulattone!
baa Pautey on your SAE lavaSsrlng to Chris
McAdoo
Love.
Your Phi Mu Sialera

Enter NOWI

LIVE BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ON
W8GUE KENTUCKY AT BOWUNG GREEN
TONOHT AT 7 55 ON 40.1 FM WMU TOUR
LEADER IN FALCON SPORTS COVERASE

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
It 5.00
UnlOr.phlci
211 West Hell 372-7413

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Today la ma last day to p«* up your finals week
survival kit M««l Alumni Cantor from 10-5
Abortion. Morning Afler Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769

oatA

►CE SKATIMQ PARTY
TonlBnt-Wad Dec 7
8 00-10:00 Open Skats (Ice Aransl
Si 50Skaano$50Ranta(
Pizza Party Afterwards'
tnoNOBREAK IAREFOOT Crtuisi
50FT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS
CROUPS OF 8 $435 PP 7 DAYS
1 800-999-7245 ANYTIME
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP 4 CRUISE FREE
The Center lor Academic Options -4 hold its
final National Student Exchange Information
sessions in 231 Adrmn Bsdg on the lolowing
dates Dec 6th at 1.30. Dec 7th at 3:30; and
Dec 8th at 2:30 Come and find out how you
an attend on ol over 83 U.S. colleges tor a
term or a year, pay no riert-ot-etete teeeend experience the ADVENTURE!
Center tor Academic Options
231 Arjrren. BUg 372-8202
Whet: Omega Phi Alpha's Christmas Candy

Sue
Where: University Hal
When: Today from 10-3
How Much: $ 50 a beg

Babysitter Available
We're leaving B G and would eke to find a nice
family to take our super babysitter. futJ or part
time Cal swings 353-0902
For all your lypevj needs
A-Z Data Center
352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U.P S.
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Need a Paper Typed?
Word Proceselng for personal or business use
Call Linda al 364 2657 Leave Message
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWUNG GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Amnesty international Is sponsoring
s Chrlstma a Tree Ornament ccnleet
The theme lor the ornaments should
be "Cetebrtale Human Rights!"

Found: A watch outside of Conldin Please cal
3724850
FOUND Expensive calculator in case In Math
Science bktg 3 30 Wad. Nov 29 Cal
372-1587. Jeff. 10 Identity
HELP!! LOST: s brown leather locket at Uptown
on Motown Monday before Thankagrving Substantial reward w* be given tor inlormstion leading to the recovery of the jacket Cat Janet
353-8829
Lost: Brown leether ktcket at beeketoetl
game on Wed. Nov. 30 under bteechers si
Mamortsl HalLSTUDENT I.D. wia In the
pockeL REWARD il found. Please cell Tim at
372-3744.
Lost a pair of dark brown prescnption glasses
In a red case. It found, please contact Diana at
372-4754
Lost a parr of dark brown prescription glasses
In a red case If found Dies" contact Diana at
3724754
LOST: Gold bracelet in downtown area (graduation glttl REWARD Cal days 353-0100 or
eves 893-3822

• Delta Zeta •
It's your last chance to sand some Christmas
cheer 10 the special people m your lite Get your
candy cane messages lor only $ 50 In UnivereityHaa"
' Dells Zeta '
•••IPCOSMMEMMRS-"
The MOO Inflee you to ths reading ot AL CAPONE'S WILL. Then. NOV. 8th. 2:30-4:00 PM
at the Pi Bet. phi House scross from campus
' Rambo and Hambone *
Drinking, dancing, a wipeout in the shower, bar
surting. and breaking the bed
These are a lew of our lavonto things
To be Continued?
Steve and Chip
Aeuuuoh'n-We need a reefy cool non- smoking
male roommate to sublease lor spring semester Phone 353-5358
ATTENTION IPCO 406 CLASS
The BloHo Toy Company
is celebrating Its 5th birthday
Thurs Dec. 8 2 30-4 00 PM NE Commons
Come and reeve your 5th birthday party

Design an ornament and be eligible
tor prizes!
Leave ornament with name, address
and phone no. In OCMB 4740

XOeeOlfcPAnWaM _

EXAM SPECIAL $21 96 PER NIGHT
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel
Study * relax in the privacy of
your own room Dec 4-8 4.11 15
Early ck-m 3 ktta ck-out Continental
breakfast 3 tree coffee. Reev.
362-4874 ck-m students must show vaM
I D. non-students not ekgibte

Happy Birthday!
The UN Declaration tor Human Rights ,
tuma 40 this year!
Come celebrate with punch 6 B-day Cake
provided by Amnesty International
December Oth, 10BB. 7:30 PM
The Capital Room, Union
Chrlatmat Ornament Winners snnounce-

Have you heard about the U.S. ADVENTURE? It
not. this week is your last chance! Attend a
National Student Exchangeinlormation session m Vie Center for Academic Ofpkme. 231
Admin Bkjg. The final sessions tor the semester w* be hard on the foeowmg dates Dec em
al 1 30: Dec 7m at 3 30. and Dec 8m at
2:30. Leant how you can attend one of over 83
U S coseges and pay no out-ot-ststs teea'
Center for Academic Options
231 Adm.n Bldg 372-8202
Hay ChicagoUnd Singers!
Finals got you down? Don't worry. Taco Bel's
got your order, make a run lor Clerk and Orv•Won Mother ia waiting
INTRAMURALS GET READY FOR SPRING INTRAMURALS INDP ICE HOCKEY ENTRIES
DUE JANUARY 12 MEN'S BASKETBALL T JANUARY 17: WOMEN'S 4 COED BASKETBALL JANUARY 18

Secret Santa Classification
of the classifieds any day from
November 29 thru December 8
Reveal yourself in the last
BG News of the semester
Friday, December 9th
65* per line, 3 line niinimum
ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Two days in
advance of publication, 4 p.m.
- sorry, no telephone orders • 214 WEST HALL •

apartment,
3533676

ale. can move In arryttme. Big
very does to campus
Cal

1 male roommate ttaorioretory waded, seen
room, quiet, only 1140.00 a —t Cal
3934148.
1 ncnemoking female to lucliaai Fifth 91. apt.
tor spring semester Furnished $820 e aamee
tor Col353-8029or878 2441 Bern
1 or 2 Is melee needed to outlaws spring
semester
Cloae to campua! Cell Lies
353-3748
1 OR 2 MALES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FUR
NISHED 2 BEDROOM APT. FOR SPRING
SEMESTER $150 PER MONTH PLUS ELECTRfC 353-7251
A lemele needed to lubleoas Haven Houa* apt.
Neat clean rooms, reoaooable rent. Leave mee
sage for Amy 353 5356
COOL roommate needed to share trailer even
ASAP $200 a mo. Ml. uM NO Lease' No
smokers plsaa l' 353-4826
NEED 3 MALES TO SHARE APT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS CHEAP RENT! FREE HEATI CALL
352-5002
Need one female student tor oatcond semester
tor two bedroom lour student opal*wanl near
campus 353-8900 or 362-7386
NEEDED 1 ROOMMATElo suokeaee Ige 2
bdrm. apt. $ t 85 a month Own room Cal Chris
at 352-1388
Needed male (or apt close to campus with new
carpel 4 furniture $143.00 but can mate a
dee! Col Jeff at 353-8216

LIVE
BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ON
WBGU E KENTUCKY AT BOWLING GREEN
TONIGHT AT 7 55 ONW..1 FM WBGU YOUR
LEADER IN I- Al CON SPORTS COVERAGE

ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE
VILLAGE GREEN APT SPRING SEMESTER
NEW CARPET. NEW FURN . SWIM POOL
$146 A MO PLUS UTIL
CAL ARTE
353-3376. PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE

OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS
Today is the last day to pick up your flneja week
survival kit Meet! Alumni Center trom 10-6

and leave clues in
The BG News

WANTED

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES PICK UP YOUR
FORFEIT FEES BY DECEMBER 13. 1988.
BRING YOUR RECEIPT FRATERNITIES MAY
CARRY OVER UNTIL MAY

MERRY CHRISTMAS UAA
Don't forget our Chhetmea bash on Friday.
December 9th at 7:30 PM In Mae* Alumni
Center. Remember your "White Elephant" gift,
and your red and green!

Secret
Santa

Through tat and thai, you have always bean
there.
To guide me through and show me you cere
Although mess tenee have not been al grand
You re always there to lend a helping hand
I'm so proud ot you. you exercate Queen.
Please drag me to aorobica ao I can be lean I
I LOVE YOU MOM!
SHANON

From flyers and torme to newsletters and letterhead, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us lor all your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kinko's 364-3977

M.T.:
YOU can ALWAYScount on ME to be there tor
the NICEST person m the WORLD. YOU.
LOVE.
XOXOXOXOXO

Disguise yourself as a

Shslu IhoUjwnl
Just givs me some money, honey.
And buy me a used car
Rolme m some green becks babe.
And buy me drinks St the bar
Gels would come and gale would go.
But YOU had the money to (sow'
Thank you for everything.
Lady no 1
Peat, Present, and Future.
Ms. C.C.
PS I don't mink Dean would appreciete what
you wrote about him m the tetter

The sister ol Alpha Chi Omega wish to congratuiase TRACI SIMON on her engagement to
LARRY KEMPE Good Luck and Beet Washes

Winners announced on December 0
All ornaments will be displayed on
our tree In the Union Lobby!

LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE
INFANT WE ARE HAPPILY MARRIED AND
HAVE PLENTY OF LOVE AND FINANCIAL SECURITY WE WILL PROVIDE YOUR BABY
WITH A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE EXPENSES
PAID CALL USCOLLECTS13-232 6024

Do something special for
your special
roommate, mate or pal
this Christmas

Scarfs and Marians 26% ofl
Jean N Things 631 Ridge St

SKI CLUB
Mandatory Meeting for members gomg to Vd
Info on weekend trips Reffle Drawing. Good
Luck!! 070 Overman, 7:30 PM Tonne
Have a Merry Christmas A
Pray tor Snowl Get psyched for Veil

PERSONALS
LOST*FOUND

0: WHAT IS AMERICAN PtCTUeaTST
A- A PRE0ENTAT1ON TO CHANGE TNI WAY
YOU THINK ABOUT AMERICA.
O WHEN IS IT COMING?
A: NEXT SEMESTER
SPONSORED 1Y:
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
■ LACKtTUI3t>ITUe«ON
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT
WOMEN FOR WOMEN

PamMonastra.
Congratulations on being chosen
president of RTNDA
Keep up the good work!
Love,
Your Phi Mu Sisters

Vice-

PJ (Hoeer).
Hey I want the other half of my dollar! Maybe
we can negotiate a dealt?
Signed,
A03941393FIJT)
Plan now tor your Summer Internship! Internships are aiiejahli m all tlekte in Washington
DC. Earn 12 hours of BGSU credit, housing
provided, scholarships available Lest info session ol 1988 Wednesday. Dec. 7 at 10 AM in
the Center for Academic Optlona, 231 Admin
or cal 372-8202
Q: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
KNOWS.
O: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
■LACK STUDENT UNION KNOWS.
O: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION KNOWS.
Q WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
SOCKX.GOV DEPARTMENT KNOWS
Q: WHAT IS AMERICAN PICTURES?
WOMEN FOR WOMEN KNOWS
AMERICAN PICTURES
IS COMING NEXT SEMESTER.

Tired of living in a dump? M-F roommete wanted. Own room 4 bathroom Many extra*. No
dspoeetslresgotlsr^leeee length 354-1366
WANTED
DESPERATELY SEEKING 1 NON-SMOKING
MALE ROOMMATE TO TAKE OVER LEASE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER CALL KEVIN AT
364-4922
WANTED 1 FEMALE IWOMMATE TO SHARE
COMFORTABLe APARTMENT CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL COLLECT FOR MORE DETAILS I-•78-2462.
Wanted 1 female roommate to share, large. 2
bdrm tun-shad apt for spring semeeter Own
room, both and a ha*. $160 per mo. No deposttl Cal anytime. Llse353-54 93'
WANTED: 2 FEMALE SUSLEASERS. TO TAKE
OVER SPRING SEMESTER IN LARGE.
NICELY FUW1IC0 APARTMENT. FIRST
MONTH'S RENT FREE. IF INTERESTED, CALL
»«»7.11.AsWF0Rae»JIT»s»t*L»*PA.
WANTED: 2 nrjnsrnokjng Ismem to I ublllll 2
bedroom apt Close to Campus Cal 353-5742
altar 5.00
WANTED: One goldfish to take He peace of
Justice, who I* massed very deeply If you raw*
s gotrjrleh to eel to this lonely, heartbroken gel.
0*1 cosed at 874-0968 Ask lor
Wanted One female roommate neriod to sublease lor Spring- Close to Campua
353-4070
Wanted Remale roommate to share bk) house
Avvesetxe Nov 5. $ 12 5 a mo Pay heft ot unites Cat 362-4952 from 7 30 - 3:00 or
353 6654 after 3 00

Get Your Fool m the Door' PROFESSIONAL
T»T«£SET RESUSAES mat bring the mtervtaars
Don't take ohanoea on Nee-WE DO IT RKJHT'
Katko's 36-4-3977
GOVERNMENT JOBS' $18,037 to $69,405
I I rials Wring! Your area. Cal (Returnable!
1-518-459-3611 EXT. F 1535A lor Federal
UoHAHrs
LM and travel wHh prolusions! lemey lor 3 6
months Beginning Fee 1989 Help can lor 3
school age ctwdren Minimum 2 yrs coeege
preferred 419-874-2121
UVE-IN NANNIES
New York 4 B.C. Mrraeos need you' $179 e $350-week room > board, airfare, health In.
auranoe. oar and more. Over 21. Cal The Carmg Tree 603-271-2269
Need sxtrs cash lor the holiday? Mighty motlvated energetic moMduala needed to ■ waller,
watreea. Boor wester, and raarvar poesaona, at
a high energy reghtoU Car pooling avaaobie
Good way to earn extra money Apply el But
tons Tuee thru Sun, ehor 8:30 PM
Nursing Aaaistant-$l00 signup bonus New
wag* rales ccenpenaatlon based on experience Thoes interested In a hearth care career
apply Mi one of the area* (meet nursing horn**
Benefits Included: insurance, sick, vacation,
holiday pay pass tuition reimbursement Cal
Browning Care Center. WatervM*. OH
878-8623.

1 sublessors needed lor spring semester. 401
S Enterprise Apt B $145 per month Cal Den
Meal 362-6722
2 BDRM APT FOR SUBLEASE
GASMCL
CALL BARB 353 7243
2 oeoroom lumiehed apt located doee to campua on E Merry Cal 353-7046
2 bedrooms tor sublease on Wooster
Next to campua
363-6042
AJrajtraalMT- fa»y fvrnlstead, gnaw lisallsii
1 or I rootnalea naadad. »l45/month tar
sprint iimiatit. call today. Be sur* Is ask
tar Tel 34X211.
CHEAP CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Female needed lo subleess ept onScotlHaml.
ton tor aprtng lem—ler. $123 a month plus
electric Col Koryet 353 3036 ot 363-2125
Efficiency tar sublease Close to campus.
quiet Col evenings 363-6437
For RentRoom for Non-Smoking
Sem 352-5820

Mall

Spring

For Rent Semeeter 9mo.12mo lease 2 bdrm
tern. apt. vHege Grren Apia Cal after 2 00
3543633

OVERSEAS JOSS. MOO-2000 mo. :
Yr. round, Ml countries. All Holds. Free Info
Write IJC, PO Ix 52-OH03, Corona Dal Mar
CAOtOtQ

Free room end board tor
babysitting No weekends

Triple A Studenl Painters looking tor InOviduera
who went practical business exp. Must be hardworking Positions tor branch mgra Available
ecroes Mich. Ind 4 Ohio. Earn between
$6,000 - $10,000 Pick up appecatlon si Stu
dent Ernr*>yment Office or contact Steve at
313263-6080

llouaea 4 apartments doee to campus for
summer 1989 and 1989-1990 school yea/
1-267-3341

Wanted Or* cooks, wsltresses. ceshiers
Clicalinl orjeortunrty for growth and eovenoom*nt. Apply In person at Union 76 Truck Stop
atSt.RI. tesndl 75inNormBsWmors.OH

Need s piece ol your own?
Dec grad seeks a eubleaaer for fuly furnished
etfioincy. Al utstties pkis cable 4 HBO included »i rent Cal Jod. at 362-1520 ext. 236
alter 5 PM

Warned IGlchen mgr with experience Excellent opportunity lor secure rxxVtfon end lenome
Apply m person at Union 76 Truck Stop at St.
Rt. 18ervdl-75NorthBallmore.OH

362-2267

Need 1-2 lemele roornmetea House on Wooeter St Own roomfe). Rent$120/mo a* I tow
util Headed ntmad Cal Ken at 362-2834
evenings 4 Weekends

Need one female student for second semester
lor two uedruum four student apartment near
campus 353-6900 or 352-7365

FOR SALE

NEEDED: 1 MALE RMTE. FOR SPRING SEM.
FOR APT. ON 4TH ST. $12$ MO. PLUS LOW
UTIL. CALL SOON! MIKE OR JEFF AT
393-4034 RENT PAID UP TO JAN. 19.

1981 Datsun 280 Z-X
T-tops-toeded Baue 4 Sever
Must Sal 666-3393

Needed 1 • 2 tsmele roommates Cloae !o campus
Free heel. Reasonable rent. Call
353-9613

1981 Plymouth
Runs Greet Looks Good $550 or beet Oder

New 2 bdrm One and a hart baths, stove, as,
Ingeretor. dishwasher Included. Aval, immeOielely 354 2260

Cal 353-5537
1984 Ford LTD Good condition $995 Non> Cal 372-3946
200 CM HART DOWNHILL SKIS W' TYROUA
260 BINDINGS $100 CALL KEN AT
363-3797
79 AMC Concord
Station Wagon with A .C $800
362-6461.
Cannon 35mm Carhej*
with zoom and ftsah
Call sttat 9:30 JB3-101I
FOR SALE
1967 MUSTANG GOOD CONDITION
RUNS GREAT CALL 352-7691
For Sato: MacHtceh Computer I'm graduating
and must sal anmedlstery $125 -negotiable
Col Matey 372-4342 between 6 4 8 AM
Nikon N2000 35mm camera with 60mm lens 4
camera bag Hardy used Burgundy leather
jacket sirs 42 4 Sheepskin isckst.slzs 44. eke
raw 1081 Force 6 nan oat, vary good condF
Bon Cal Mark a) 353-3287
PC Wrxtorette compact, mobs* workstation,
two siding shelves
Uke n*w. $110.
372-691 1
pmneelttao tor Seas Contact Janet at 2-7866
or Bandy at 2-7660 Bapt. Personnel Only
PaTJE YOUR BIKE THIS WeMTER M A SATURA
WIND TRAMER. UKE NEW, ASKING $45
364-2016
Technics CD Player
lor hcrne or portable uee
Jon Szabo 354-461 7
Would you «ka lo purchess up to 10 homee per
month wen non* ol your caah to exam a rjroea
profit of $10,000 per home
Call
216-779-9755

FOR RENT

Assortment of Houses
Duplexes and Apartments
Avseabie lor second semester
Cal Now'
John Newtove Real Estate

384-2260

t - 2 lUummMoe needed tor large 2 bedroom
sot Cal MM or Don at 363-7008
1 bedroom untum . a aaatll lor subteese
Jan -Jury. Rent rvsuotlaple Leave managl at
S64-1413
1 bedroom apt. lor sublease lor Spring Semestor. $300 a month. Bom* 363-4784 arm g
PM
1 lemele needed to lubNaai furnished two
bsoroom apt on 5m St Can 363-6048 or
386-3369
1 femsli needed to rant 3 bedroom apt. Phi
De* House Ce* 353 5069. sek lor Jan

We need a fourth, Nonamoka female. Apt
$675 plus alec eel 363-2088

t mare roommaM needed to eubieoee during
Spring ganlaalai. Own bedroom $150 par
month 4 uH Cal 364-2747.

HELP WANTED

MM to
1 or2
2 rjedroom spactoue apt. spring semeeter. Furreened not Isr from csmpue Cal 353-3986.
ahetotlnexedtoMrader

Attention Cleveland Aree Students:
Need a Chrtetmaa Job and Fee! Caah? Earn up
to $300 a day No experience needed. Cal
372-6339

1 or 2 mare luorravasla* resadad to euWaaae
spacious apartment 2 bedrooma. 2 battle
$137.60 a month. Cal ask* or Chn* at
363-6746

College studen! with own cer to eseiel proteeatonai tarraty. Alter school, nights, and weekends Beginning Jen 1989 KlAanlnl major
w* enfoy thai opportunity 419-874-2121

10«2PECtlMj£NEE0EDTO3lJB«J=A8EAl'
Km. FURN. 3 BLKS FHOM CAMPUS $260
PLUS UTIL. CALL 363-7129 LEAVE MES
SAGE

Tlie B6 News needs volunteers!

D»C»mb«r7,l»«8

Call 372-6966 for information

One (enisle needed to sublssaa a two bedroom
apartment tor second semester Close to campua Pleeae cal 353-6924 or 1-876-2261
On* roommste needed. Free heal. Campua
Manor No security deposit required Cal
353-5954
Roommsts needed immedeitety' Shsrs large
house very doee to campua wtlh 2 others, a
bad and cat: Your own room also1 $160 *
month plus utHtiss 354-0266
Roommete needed to suWoaae apt close to
campua Low rent, immediate poaaaailon.
363-6880
Want rani money?
Fernet* non-smokmg grsd -needs houelng Irom
Jan. unn mid March Cal Dame 353-7361
2 lemsre roommates needed lor spring semes
tor Mo* 2 bedroom apt. Free hast, tow electrto.awimmingpool $ 126 a mon-h 363-3939
Warned 1 -2 Fimsin to luCUHl large apartment, own room Cal Lee Ann 353-6446

SECRETSANTAS
• • STACEY $HARP ' •
IvIroductlorviwBb* made.
And the party arl b* tun,
I'm looking forward to meeting you.
When tree week is done
-Your Secret Santo, a Christmas
•• HEATHER EFFRON1 •
vourSentaiswstchlnoyou.
You better not be blue.
Chrletmee at almost hare.
So stand up and cheat.
Finely, in a specisl piece AQDHouss.
Youl see my erraeng face!
Love, Your Secret Sent*
'Arm Sower*
Your Secret Santa la reedy to reveal a Okie lo
you %M because you re ao sweet (and I'm getting oh ao sick') but anyway* . here goee sing
to the tune of The Chrtetmae Song"
Egg roles roasting on an open Iva
Szechuane nipping at you're ahnoz,
YuMda pigeons being hung.
Merry Chrtatmes to you!
Qua** who?
CINDY VOMOVICH
The Who's m WhovUe enjoy the* beer.
butOndy, you sex mechins. never leer
Santa era mate his Christmas round.
A lew shots and beer-we w* pound
BanMys at 4 -the North Pole et on*
Your Secret Sana. 12 er.ee and you w* neve
tan.
Lewrlvay Ysxsrs - Seerel aanta
JESSICA KHOUZAM
A friendly warning from Carlo*:
Avoid Christmas pudding, sspcaaty wtm the
company you've been keeping lately
Secret Same
JOEWASSEM
m two more days, you w* know
Who your Secret Sents a ■
HO HO HO
P.S. Here's s lent. Unite you. I have a
Hy to go along wah my good looks'
PooT
On ths first day of Christmas
my sue love gave to me.
aomeyeme on a tree.
On the second dey of Christmas
my trus love gave to me two ientas
lavalng and a yam onstree.
Onthemird day of Christmas
my true love gave lo me.
three rjeve ovaries, two lentss
isweng end e yarn In s trse
Love
Your Secret Sam*
RobH
Only 3 day* left ol thle l bet you're excited to
be rid of me Wei party, we I drink, then II flnseV leave you be
Seme

